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ABSTRACT: A ball glove having spaced ?nger and thumb 
sections with a backstop connected to and substantially clos 
ing the area between those sections. The backstop includes a 
pair of spaced side segments which are joined to a connecting 
segment at bellowslike folds. The folds permit the connecting 
segment to move rearwardly with respect to the side segments 
when a ball strikes the backstop and, in addition, enables the 
side. segments to spread away' from the connecting segment. 
This displacement between the segments permits the backstop 
to more closely conform to the shape of a ball which enters it, 
and to expand upon ball impact which absorbs some of the 
energy. It also allows the segments to work relative to each 
__other,. which affords greater control over the glove and 
enhances its retention capabilities. 
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BALL GLOVE B'AcKsToP _ 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates in general to ball gloves, and more 
particularly to backstops for ball gloves. 

In many gloves of current manufacture the ?nger sections 
extend considerably beyond the ends of the ?elder's ?ngers, 
and likewise the thumb section extends considerably beyond 
the end of the ?elder’s thumb. Indeed, the ?elder's ?ngers for 
the most part are presented behind the palm portion of the 
glove body, that is, directly behind the pocket area of the 
glove where baseballs are most often caught. The foregoing 
construction coupled with the natural divergence of the ?el 
der‘s thumb and index ?nger require a relatively wide and long 
backstop between the thumb section and the ?rst ?nger sec 
tion of the glove body. This back stop forms a continuation of 
the-pocket in the glove body and thereby prevents balls from 
passing between the thumb and ?nger sections of the glove. 

In gloves of current manufacture the backstop normally 
constitutes nothingv more than a ?at piece of webbing laced or 
otherwise secured to the opposed edges of the thumb section 
and the index ?nger section. By reason of this ?at construc 
tion, hard hit balls which enter the glove pocket obliquely or 
off center have a tendency to pass along the backstop and slip 
out of the pocket. Furthermore, the relatively ?at web 
detracts from the ?exibility of the glove, making control of the 
glove dif?cult, particularly when it is new and not yet broken 
in. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One of the principal objects of the present invention is to 
provide a ball glove with a backstop having superior retention 
capabilities for balls which enter it‘ Another object is to pro 
vide a backstop having segments which yield relative to one 
another so as to form a deep pocket within the backstop. A 
further object is to provide a backstop which is quite ?exible 
and enables the user to maintain a high degree of control over 
the glove. Still another object is to provide a backstop which 
provides a deep pocket in the glove, yet affords easy retrieval 
of balls caught in the glove. Yet another object is to provide a 
backstop which is simple in construction and easy to manufac 
ture. These and objects and advantages will become apparent 
hereinafter. 
The present invention is embodied in a ball glove having a 

backstop formed from a plurality of segments connected 
together through bellow like folds. The invention also consists 
in the parts and in the arrangements and combinations of parts 
hereinafter described and claimed‘ 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings which form part of the 
speci?cation and wherein like numerals and letters refer to 
like parts wherever they occur: - 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the front of a ball glove hav 
ing a backstop constructed in accordance with and embodying 
the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the rear of the ball glove; 
FIG. 3 is a view of the front of the backstop; 
FIG. 4 is a view of the rear of the backstop; 
FIGS. 5 and 6 are sectional views taken along lines 5-5 and 

6-6, respectively, of FIG. 3; and 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view similar to FIG. 6, but showing the 

backstop expanded on impact with a ball. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now in detail to the drawings, 2 designates a ball 
glove including a glove body 4 (FIGS. 1 and 2) having an 
outer shell 6 provided with ?nger sections 8, 10, 12 and 14 
and a thumb section 16, all of which emanate from a palm 
area 18 on the outer shell 6. One margin of the palm area 18 
terminates at a heel 20, while an opposite margin de?nes a 
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2 
crotch 22 located between the ?rst or index ?nger section 8 
and the thumb section 16. ' ' 

The glove body 4 also includes an inner or lining shell (not 
shown) having ?nger stalls and a thumb stall for receiving the 
user’s ?ngers and thumb, respectively. The ?nger stalls are 
positioned such that the user’s ?ngers will be spread generally 
behind the palm area 13 of the glove body' 4 with the tips of 
the ?ngers being in the vicinity of the inner ends of the ?nger 
sections 8, l0, l2 and 14. Similarly, the thumb stall positions 
the end of the user’s thumb in alignment with and near the 
beginning of the thumb section 16. Thus, the ?nger sections 8, 
10, 12 and 14, and the thumb section 16 form extensions of 
the user's ?ngers and thumb, respectively. 
The space between ?rst or index ?nger section 8 and the 

thumb section 16 is closed by a backstop 30 which is secured 
to the ?nger section 8 and the thumb section 16 as well as to 
the intervening crotch 22 of the glove body 4 by means of a 
leather or other suitable lacing 32. The backstop 30 is nor 
mally substantially ?at and together with the adjoining palm 
area 18 of the glove body 4 forms a ball receiving pocket 34 
(FIG. 1) within the glove 2. ' 

Broadly speaking, the backstop 30 consists of three 
backstop segments, namely a pair of side segments 40 and ,42 " 
and a center or connecting segment 44 (FIGS. 3, 4 and 6), 
which are positioned adjacent one another across the space 
between the index ?nger section 8 and the thumb section 16. 
In particular, the side segments 40 and 42 are attached to the 
?rst ?nger section 8 and the thumb section 16, respectively, 
whereas the center segment 44 is attached at its sides to the in 
wardly presented sides of the side segments 40 and 42 to close 
the area between them. The side segments 40 and 42 each in 
clude a separate facing ply 46 which is preferably cut from 
leather and at its margin adjacent to the center segment 44 is 
folded or doubled backwardly upon itself away from the op 
posite side segment 40 or 42 in the formation of a bellows fold 
48 (FIG. 6). The bellows folds 48 extend generally'in the same 
direction as the ?rst ?nger and thumb sections 8 and 16. 
The facing ply 46 for each side segment 40 and_42 is at 

tached to a common backing ply 50 (FIG. 4) by means of a 
run ofstitching 52, and the backing ply 50, like the facing plies 
46, is also preferably formed from leather. In the vicinity of 
the center segment 44 the common backing ply 50 is provided 
with a cutout 54. having opposed side margins which are 
slightly curved and divergent, and these side margins are nor 
mally positioned adjacent to and in abutment with the end 
edges of the turned back bellows folds 48 on the overlying fac 
ing plies 46 (FIG. 6). At its outer end, that is, the end furthest 
from the crotch 22, the backing ply 50 is looped over the fac 
ing ply 46 of each side segment 40 and 42 (FIGS. 3 and 5) and 
stitched thereto along a straight run of stitching 56 which 
forms a tunnel 58 across the outer end of the backstop 30. The 
tunnel 58 contains a lacing 60 (FIGS. 1 and 2) which extends 
into the outer ends of the ?rst ?nger and thumb section 8 and 
16 on the glove body 4. At the tunnel 58 the backing ply 50, 
including its overturned portion, is provided with a plurality of 
spaced apertures 62 through which more lacing 64 is passed. 
The lacing 64 between each aperture 62 is looped over the 
folded portion of the backing ply 50 so that the lacing 64 is 
spirally wound around the lacing 60 at the outer margin of the 
backstop 30. This reinforces the outer end portion of the 
backstop 30 and prevents that portion from folding 
backwardly when a hard hit ball is snagged therein. 
The center segment 44 includes two plies 66 (FIGS. 5 and 

6) of leather or some other suitable material which are sewn 
together in overlying relation along a run of stitching 68. Each 
ply 66 possesses the same configuration for most of the length 
of the backstop 30 is the same as the con?guration of the eu 
tout 54 in the common backing ply 50. Moreover, the run of 
stitching 68 is located in close proximity to the side margins of 
the plies 66 and extends through the bellows folds 48, securing 
those folds 48 to the center segment 44 such that end margins 
of the folds 48 register with the side margins of the overlying 
plies 66. The side margins of the center segment 44, are nor 
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mally presented in close proximity'to the opposed side mar~ 
gins of the cutout 54 so that the center segment 44 normally 
gives the appearance of completely ?lling the cutout 54. The - 
outer end of the center segment 44 extends outwardly beyond 
the outermost margin of the cutout 54 and in between the 
main body of the backing ply 50 and the overturned portion 
thereof (FIG. 5), and that end of the center segment 44 is 
caught in the straight run of stitching 56 which secures the 
tunnel 58. At the extreme inner ends of the center segment 44 
the overlying plies 66 thereof are attached directly to the folds 
48 and to the backing and facing plies 50 and 46 of the side 
segments 40 and 42 by means of stitches 69 (FIGS. 3 and 4) so 
that the center segment 44 will not separate from the side seg 
ments 40 and 42 at its inner or lower end. Similarly, the 
straight run of stitching 56 prevents the center segment 44 
from separating from the side segments 42 at the outer or 
upper end of the backstop 30. The plies 46 and 50 of the side 
segments 40 and 42 and the plies 66 of the center segment 44 
are all ?tted and stitched together such that the backstop 30 
possesses a concave con?guration. 
The bellows folds 48 permit the center segment 44 to move 

rearwardly away from the side segments 40 and 42, thus 
deepening the pocket 34 formed in part by the backstop 30. In 
addition, the’ bellows folds 48 enable the side segments 40 and 
42 to spread laterally away from the center segment at the 
center of the backstop 30 to increase the concavity of the 
pocket 34 within the backstop 30. In this connection, it should 
be noted that the side margins of the outer segment 44 and 
likewise the normally abutting side margins of the cutout 54 
are slightly curved and diverge slightly from the inner end of 
the backstop 39 to the tunnel 58. Moreover, at their extreme 
inner and outer margins, the center segment 44 and the two 
side segments 40 and 42 are stitched together so no spreading 
between them occurs at both ends of the backstop 30. How 
ever, at the center of the backstop 30 the side segments 40 and 
42 are only attached through the bellows folds 48 so that 
spreading will occur in this area. The folds 48 possess their 
greatest width through the center of the backstop 30 so that 
greater spreading between the segments 40 and 42 and the 
segment 44 will occur in this area, as opposed to the areas ad— 
jacent to the inner or outer ends of the backstop 30. 
The outwardly presented margins of the side segments 40 

and 42, that is, the margins located opposite from the bellows 
folds 48, are curved and generally conform to the curvature of 
the ?rst finger section 8, the crotch 22, and the thumb section 
16 of the glove body 4 (FIG. 2). The innermost margin of the 
center segment 44, which is relatively short, forms a continua 
tion of the curved margins on the side segments 40 and 42 and 
is located adjacent to the crotch 22 of the glove body 4. 

Finally, it should be noted that the run of stitching 52 con 
necting the facing ply 46 and the backing ply 50 of the side 
segments 40 and 42 extends outwardly from the vicinity of the 
bellows folds 48 toward the side margin of the backstop and 
then back in again at generally equally spaced intervals so that 
the side segments 40 and 42 are provided with a plurality of 
outwardly opening stalls 70. The same is true of the run of 
stitching 68 in the center segment 44 at the inner end of that 
segment. The portion of the common backing ply 50 behind 
each :.tall 70 in the segments 40 and 42 and likewise the por 
tion of the rearmost ply 66 behind each stall 70 in the segment 
44 is provided with an aperture 72 for accommodating the lac 
ing 32 which is passed alternately through the apertures 72 
and stalls 70 and through ?rst ?nger sections 8, crotch 22 or 
thumb section 16 of the glove body 4. Thus, the side margins 
of the backstop 30 are held against the opposed side margins 
of the first ?nger section 8 and thumb section 16 so as to close 
the area between those sections. _ 

Normally, the backstop 30 possesses some concavity yet is 
substantially ?at, and it forms a continuation of the concaved 
palm area 18 of the glove body 4 so as to create a relatively 
deep vpocket 34 in the glove 2 (FIG. 1). In this position the 
center segment 44 substantially fills the cutout 54 (FIG. 2) so 
that the curved side margins of plies 66 on the center segment 
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4 
44 and the registered end margins of the bellows folds 48 are 
for the most part in abutment with the opposed side margins 
forming the cutout 54 in the backing ply 46. In short, the 
center segment 44 is located adjacent to the side segments 42 
when the bellows folds 48 are fully folded. 
When a ball enters the pocket 34 of the glove 2 and strikes 

the backstop 30 (FIG. 7), either directly or after passing along 
the palm area 18 of the glove body 4, the center area of the 
center segment 44 is displaced rearwardly relative to the side 
segments 40 and 42 inasmuch as the segments 40 and 42 are 
connected to the center segment 44 at that location only 
through the folds 48. As this occurs, the' bellows folds 48 open 
and permit the side segments 40 and 42 to spread away from 
the rearwardly displaced center portion 44. Hence, the pocket 
34 deepens, and its degree of concavity increases, thus 
enabling it to more easily capture and retain a ball. In other 
words, when a ball strikes the backstop 30, the bellows folds 
48 permit the three sections 40, 44 and 42 of the backstop 30 
to yield and assume the curvature of the ball so that the ball is 
retained in the glove 2. 
The opening of the bellows folds 48 in the presence of a 

hard hit ball furthermore absorbs some of the energy of the 
ball so that not all of it is transferred to adjacent portions of 
the glove body 4 and to the player’s wrist. ' 

Finally, the bellows folds 48 impart ?exibility to the 
backstop 30 and this, in turn, enables the player to have more 
control over the glove body 4. 

This invention is intended to cover all changes and modi? 
cations of the example of the invention herein chosen for pur 
poses of the disclosure which do not constitute departures 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
What l claim is: 
1. in a ball glove including a glove body having a ball-receiv 

ing pocket and spaced apart thumb and ?nger sections, and 
improved backstop forming a continuation of the ball-receiv 
ing pocket of the glove body and attached to the thumb and 
?nger sections for substantially closing the space between 
those sections, the backstop comprising a plurality of seg 
ments forming an initially substantially ?at backstop, and bel 
lowslike folds operatively connecting said segments and 
responsive when a ball strikes the backstop to unfold and ex 
pand said backstop into a ball-catching pocket by allowing 
said segments to move out of the initially ?at condition 
between the segments. 

2. A structure according to claim 1 wherein the segments 
are arranged adjacent one another between the thumb and 
?nger sections ofthe glove body; and wherein the folds extend 
generally in the direction of the thumb and ?nger sections. 

3. A structure according to claim 2 wherein the folds fold 
away from the ball-receiving pocket. 

4. A structure according to claim 2 wherein the folds do not 
open at the ends of the segments so that the ends of adjacent 
segments are not displaced relative to one another, whereby 
when a ball strikes the center area of the backstop and the 
folds in that center area open, the backstop will assume a 
more concave shape. 

5. A structure according to claim 2 wherein two spaced seg 
ments have facing plies forming a portion of the ball-receiving 
side of the backstop; wherein the facing plies are doubled 
back upon themselves to form the bellowslike folds; and 
wherein a connecting segment is attached to the folds and ex 
tends between the two spaced segments. 

6. A structure according to claim 5 wherein the spaced seg 
ments further include a backing ply attached to the facing ply 
and forming a cutout in the back side of the backstop; and 
wherein the connecting segment is generally positioned within 
the cutout. 

7. A structure according to claim 6 wherein the connecting 
segment substantially ?lls the cutout when the folds are fully 
folded. 

8. A structure according to claim 7 wherein the side margins 
of the cutout in the backing ply terminate at the area of the 
glove body through which the ?nger section and the thumb 
section merge. 
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9. A structure according to claim 7 wherein the backing ply ' 
at its outer end is folded forwardly across the facing plies and 
attached to the facing plies and the connecting segment so as 
to form a tunnel through the backstop; and wherein a lacing 
extends through the tunnel and into the ?rst ?nger and thumb 
sections of the glove body. 

10. In a ball glove including a glove body having spaced 
apart thumb and ?nger sections, an improved backstop form 
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ing a ball-receiving pocket with the glove body and being at 
'tached to the thumb and ?nger sections for substantially clos 
ing'the space between those sections, the backstop comprising 
a plurality of sections connected to each other at bellowslike 
folds so that the sections can yield relative to one another and 
increase the depth of and impart greater contour to the 
backstop'and ball-receiving vpocket. 
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